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THE MEDIA ACCESS REPORT
ISSUE 3 – Winter 2007
ABOUT MEDIA ACCESS AUSTRALIA
Media Access Australia is a not-for-profit, public benevolent institution and Australia’s primary media access organisation. Our role is to provide information about media access and to develop and apply technological solutions to media access issues.
MAA is the new name for the public benevolent institution formerly known as the Australian Caption Centre, which was founded in 1982. As the ACC, we provided captioning services for all the Australian television networks, as well as the captioning of television commercials, live theatre, videos and DVDs, and pioneered the audio description of DVDs in Australia in 2005. The captioning and other commercial operations of the former Australian Caption Centre were sold to Red Bee Media in 2006. MAA no longer engages in the provision of commercial access services. 
MAA is based in Sydney and works in collaboration with consumer organisations, Government and industry across the country.
WHAT DO WE MEAN BY MEDIA ACCESS?
Media access services include, but are not limited to, captioning for the Deaf and hearing impaired, and audio description for the blind and vision impaired. MAA is committed to increasing the awareness and use of these services in television, DVDs and videos, cinema, theatre performances, exhibitions and other media.
The Media Access Report will cover key developments in media access in both Australia and around the world, as well as providing statistical and other information on current levels of access.
DISCLAIMER
Statistical information published in The Media Access Report is derived from public sources such as television listings and websites. It has been made available for general use only and is provided without warranty as to its accuracy or currency.
SUBMISSIONS
We are interested in receiving submissions for publication in The Media Access Report, including accounts of media or events that have been made accessible, research papers, and news items dealing with captioning, audio description and other access services. If you have any material you would like to submit, contact Chris Mikul on (02) 9212 6242, or email chris.mikul@mediaaccess.org.au
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MEDIA ACCESS NEWS
Glossary
Audio description: The descriptive narration of all the visual elements of a TV program, movie, DVD, performance or other media, giving access for the blind or vision impaired. AD may be pre-recorded and delivered as an option for television programs or DVDs, or it may be performed live (e.g. for a theatrical performance). 
Captions: A transcription of the audio elements of a TV program, movie, DVD, performance or other media, giving access for the Deaf and hearing impaired. Unlike subtitles, captions include song lyrics, descriptions of sound effects and music, and are often positioned and coloured so as to make it easier for the viewer to identify who is speaking. Captions may be divided into:
4	Open captions: Captions which are ‘burnt onto’ a video or digital image and will be seen by anyone who looks at it, and
4	Closed captions: Captions which a viewer chooses to see (e.g. by accessing teletext captions on TV, or activating the captions on a DVD). 
Signing: Access to a TV program, movie, DVD, performance or other media via a signer using one of the various Deaf sign languages, e.g. Auslan (Australian Sign Language). Some TV programs in the US and UK have a signer occupying a space on the screen.

Stenocaptioner: A highly trained captioner who captions live programs using a stenographic keyboard.
Subtitles: This generally refers to English translations of foreign language TV programs or movies, presented as text at the bottom of the screen. It can also be a straight transcription of the dialogue of an English language program (this is a common feature on DVDs). Note however that captions are often called subtitles in the UK. 
Teletext: The broadcast data delivery system used in Australia to transmit captions on television. 
Acronyms
Below is a table of acronyms used by Media Access Australia.
ACC
Australian Captions Centre
ACMA
Australian Communications and Media Authority
AVSDA
Australian Visual Software Distributors Association
CFD
Captioned Films for the Deaf (US)
CSI
Captioning and Subtitling International
FCC
Federal Communications Commission (US)
FFC
Film Finance Corporation
HREOC
Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission
MAA
Media Access Australia
MPDAA
Motion Picture Distributors Association of Australia
MS-CFD
Media Services and Captioned Films for the Deaf (US)
NCAM
National Center for Accessible Media (US)
NCI
National Captioning Institute (US)
Ofcom
Office of Communications (UK)
SACL
Sydney Airport Corporation Limited
MEDIA ACCESS NEWS
BBC set to launch online captions on iPlayer
The provision of downloadable captioned media is about to take a big leap forward in the UK, thanks to the BBC’s commitment to media access. 
As reported in the last Media Access Report, the BBC commenced a three-month Online Subtitles [i.e. captions] Trial in December 2006. During the trial, selected programs, including the technology program Click, the current affairs program Panorama and some films, were available for viewing online with captions. The BBC received a great deal of feedback during the trial, which is now being evaluated by its Future Media and Access Team. 
As well as feedback from Deaf and hearing impaired users, the BBC received a great deal of feedback from users outside Britain who are learning English. The trial also revealed that on-screen text (such as the names of people being interviewed) was not readable in the online version. In future, this text will also be captioned.
The BBC is now planning to make 25% of its programs available with captions when its iPlayer is launched in May 2007. The iPlayer (formerly known as the iMP, or Integrated Media Player) has been under development since 2003. It will allow the download of TV programs for use up to 7 days after broadcast, after which they will be automatically deleted. The service also includes an electronic program guide, and it will be possible to schedule a program to be automatically downloaded once it is available. The service will only be available to Internet users in the UK.
At the time of writing, the sample programs made available for the trial can still be viewed (by Internet users anywhere) at: http://www.bbc.co.uk/accessibility/onlinesubtitlestrial.shtml
Ofcom releases final access report for 2006
Ofcom, the UK’s communications regulator, has released its final quarterly report on the provision of access services on television for 2006. According to the report, which gives the cumulative position for the 12 months to the end of 2006, most channels have exceeded their obligations to provide access services (captioning, signing and audio description), many of them substantially.
The table below has the figures for the major free-to-air channels were:

Captioning quota
Captioning achieved
AD quota
AD achieved
Signing quota
Signing achieved
BBC One
93.75%
95.4%
8%
10.8%
4%
4.3%
BBC Two
93.75%
95%
8%
8.3%
4%
4.3%
BBC Three
77.5%
84.2%
8%
22%
4%
4.3%
ITV1
85%
86.6%
8%
9.3%
4%
4.3%
Channel 4
85%
87.7%
8%
9.7%
4%
4.5%
Five
72%
72.7%
8%
8.42%
4%
4.3%
ITV2
35%
51.5%
6%
10.4%
2%
4.2%
Subscription (pay) TV channels have lower access obligations (because they commenced broadcasting later than the free-to-air channels) but it is here that many of the figures for access achieved are much higher than the minimum requirements. In terms of captioning, this mirrors the situation in Australia, where some subscription channels are showing significantly more captioned programs than stipulated in their agreement with HREOC.
Some of the UK subscription channels with access rates higher than the minimum are:

Captioning quota
Captioning achieved
AD quota
AD achieved
Signing quota
Signing achieved
Sky News
10%
76.3%
Exempt
Exempt
1%
5.3%
Sky One
10%
62.5%
4%
7.8%
1%
2.1%
Sky Sports News
10%
37.3%
Exempt
Exempt
1%
2.2%
Sky Movies 1
10%
43.2%
4%
15.6%
1%
2.1%
Sky Box Office
10%
78%
4%
1.7%
1%
1.7%
Disney Channel
10%
99%
4%
8.7%
1%
3.2%
Disney Playhouse
10%
67.7%
4%
5.9%
1%
3.6%
MTV
10%
25.7%
4%
7.1%
1%
3.6%
Nickelodeon
10%
77.7%
4%
14.3%
1%
1.5%
UKTV History
6.66%
49.4%
4%
26.1%
1%
2.6%
UKTV Documentary
6.66%
59.5%
4%
23.5%
1%
2.8%
For the full report and listing of channels, see: http://www.ofcom.org.uk/tv/ifi/guidance/tv_access_serv/tvaccessrep/q406/
Mastering captioning and audio description
A clear sign that media access is a well-established industry with longevity and variety is the emergence of more formal approaches to the teaching of access skills.  
Whilst many academics have researched components of access, including how audio description and captioning/subtitling are structured, it appears that the University of Surrey, Guildford is the first to offer a formal academic qualification in this area that has a practical “industry” component.
The course is offered at Master’s level (MA in Monolingual Subtitling and Audiodescription) and mixes practical teaching with course and theoretical work.
The audio description practical teaching is undertaken by Veronica Hyks from IMS, a well-regarded, highly experienced describer. Interestingly the one-year, full-time course requires students to complete both monolingual subtitling (captioning) and audio description, areas that industry normally separates.  
Course director, Dr Margaret Rogers, has said that the main interest in practical employment to date has come from students from continental Europe, including Spain and Greece. One of the reasons for less take-up among British students is that the access industry is well established in the UK, with most companies providing in-house training. 
For more information about the course:
http://www.surrey.ac.uk/translation/pgprog/mainmonsubauddescription.htm
Closed Captions on Flash videos
The National Center for Accessible Media (a subsidiary of WGBH Boston), has developed a component that can be used to display captions in the popular Flash video player. Captions can be created using NCAM’s free captioning application, MAGpie, or imported in a number of existing caption formats, such as Apple Quicktime’s QText.  
CC for Flash is customisable, so that users can change caption size, background and text colours and so on. Captions can be added after a video has been posted, and they are searchable. 
For more information, see: http://ncam.wgbh.org/webaccess/ccforflash/
New solutions for AD on television unveiled in the UK
As reported in the first issue of the Media Access Report, audio description on television in the UK suffered a setback last year when the only digital set-top box manufactured in the UK that received audio description ceased production.
Recently some innovations have been made and there are now a number of solutions to accessing audio description on television. A number of recent developments have solved this problem and enhanced the service further.
Digital Terrestrial Television (Freeview)
Digital Terrestrial Television is received through an aerial and is available in 80% of the UK. Programs are available with audio description on each of the main TV channels. Over twenty radio stations are also available via the Freeview set-top box. 
To receive Freeview, viewers need a set-top box, an integrated digital television or an adapter for a computer. However, there are only a few Freeview receiving products available that can receive the audio description. 
Integrated Televisions
Panasonic has just launched a range of integrated digital televisions that can receive audio description. Sony is also releasing a range of integrated televisions that will be able to receive audio description. These will be available on the UK market between June and September of this year. 
Computer Adapters 
Nebula Electronics has a computer adapter called DigiTV for viewing television via computer.
Other Devices
Portset Digital Media Centre is a stand-alone device for people who don’t have a TV screen.  It offers sound-only Freeview TV access with audio description, access to electronic program guides, a DAISY talking book player and a recording function.  
Digital Satellite Television (Sky)
Digital Satellite Television is received through a satellite dish connected to a set-top box. Sky's audio description, or "Narrative" service is available for any Sky set-top box user and is present on the same channels as Freeview, plus some of Sky's own movies, sports and travel channels.
The audio description function is selected through the set-top box menu. Televisions can be programmed so that the viewer hears a short beep whenever he or she tunes to a program with audio description.  
It is also possible to switch audio description on or off temporarily whilst watching a program.  
Another new feature recently introduced by Sky is that viewers can now set their systems so that all programs that are audio described are highlighted in white on the onscreen TV Guide.  
Sky also offers a no-subscription service called Freesat.  For a one-off fee the viewer receives a Sky set-top box, a dish, installation and around 120 TV and 80 radio channels.  
Cable: Virgin Media (Formerly NTL or Telewest)
In some areas of the UK people are able to receive digital TV via cable now provided by Virgin Media. This was previously the service provided by one of the two cable TV companies, NTL or Telewest. The provision of audio description will gradually be rolled out on a channel-by-channel basis during 2006-2007.
Top-Up TV
This is a subscription service that gives access to a further 10 channels via a special electronic card that connects to the viewer’s set-top box.  Five of these channels are available during the day and the other five during the evening.
Mobile TV delayed
The introduction of mobile TV to Sydney could be delayed until the analogue switch-off, now scheduled for 2010-2012, according to a consultation paper issued by ACMA. This is because analogue and digital services in some areas currently operate on channels close to those proposed for mobile TV, and introduction of the new services could result in a degradation of signal quality. 
Sydney, Darwin, Illawarra, Newcastle, the Gold Coast and the Sunshine Coast are all affected, but Sydney has the worst problem due to the high usage of the spectrum there. While there are ways to boost the signals in the other areas, it is apparently not feasible to do this in Sydney.
According to ACMA’s Digital Action Plan, Channel B, the service which will deliver content to mobile phones and other hand-held devices, is due to be auctioned by the end of this year.
More online captioning innovations
Further to our write-up of DotSub in the last issue, here are some more innovative ventures which aim to increase the availability of captioned content on the Internet.
Project Read On (PRO) has the ambitious aim of making online video content available to all who request it. Once you have signed up to the site, you can nominate a video you have seen online (on YouTube for example) by sending them its URL. If PRO agrees to caption it, they will produce the captions themselves.
When captioning is completed, the video is listed on PRO’s website with a thumbnail. Clicking on the thumbnail will take you to the video at its original source. At the same time, PRO’s readOn player will open up in a smaller box which can be moved around on the screen, and the captions will play on this. This is, as far as we know, a unique way of delivering captions at the moment, and has the advantage that the captions do not need to cover part of the picture. 
Project Read On is funded by sponsorships, donations, advertising and the management of meta-data.
http://www.projectreadon.com/
A rather less serious venture is BubblePLY, which allows you to add captions to online videos in the form of speech bubbles.
http://www.bubbleply.com/default.aspx
Red Bee Media wins French captioning contract
Red Bee Media, who provide captions for the BBC, Channel 4 and other channels in the UK, and own the Australian Caption Centre, recently signed a contract to supply captions to the French national broadcaster M6.
Red Bee Media will be using speech recognition technology to caption many live programs. This technique involves a captioner respeaking the dialogue of a program into a microphone, and speech recognition software converting this to text. Recent advances in speech recognition have improved the accuracy and speed of this method of captioning, and it is being used increasingly by caption producers around the world.
Caption quotas for French television were first introduced in 2000. By the end of 2008, 50% of all programming must be captioned. 
USA’s Air Carrier Access Act delayed
The Air Carrier Access Act covers the rights of passengers and the obligations of air carriers, which prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability in air travel.  
A current Notice of Proposed Rulemaking to include, amongst other things, captioned safety and information videos, captioned DVDs and other audiovisual programs shown on new and existing aircraft, and captioning on TVs and audiovisual equipment located in public terminals, was due for enactment early this year. The enactment of this rulemaking has been delayed until later in 2007 to allow carriers more time to prepare and install caption-receiving equipment. 
MAA’s caption information roadshow
Media Access Australia recently embarked on a series of caption information sessions presented to Deaf and hearing impaired groups in the capital cities and major regional centres. Sessions have so far been held in Brisbane, Launceston, Hobart, Gosford, Lismore, Toowoomba, Melbourne, Perth, Sunshine Coast, Newcastle, Canberra, Ballarat and Geelong. 
The sessions are aimed at giving people information on what TV stations are currently obliged to caption, the different methods of captioning and how they appear on screen, and advice on when and how to make complaints to stations about poor quality captions, or programs which should have been captioned but weren’t. The state of captioning on DVDs and in cinemas in Australia is also discussed.
Some of the issues raised by those who have attended the sessions are summarised below.
4	The low level of captioning on children’s DVDs.
4	The low level of captioning of children’s TV programs.
4	TV ratings surveys do not take into account whether viewers are Deaf or hearing impaired, so that viewers turning off a station because of inadequate captions will not be registered in the ratings.
4	Most TV stations do not have TTYs.
4	The shortage of cinemas which show captioned movies or have hearing aid loops.  
4	No say by viewers in what movies are captioned in cinemas.
4	Poor captioning on news programs, with captions lagging way behind speech.
4	No captions on some government videos and DVDs.
Media access features at print disability conference
The annual national conference on print disability was recently held in Adelaide (5-8 May).  The Round Table on Information Access for People with Print Disabilities had the theme of “Print Disability: Developing Individual Lifestyles in a Technological Age”.  MAA made a presentation on developments in cinema audio description and several other presentations included audio description issues. This conference attracts  international delegates and presenters and is mainly aimed at blind and vision impaired people.  
This focus on audio description is linked with moves to take an international approach to the issue. To this end, the World Blind Union, the major international body for blind people, is ramping up its involvement in audio description, particularly the coordination of standards, information and advocacy for audio description on media across the world. This recognises that many forms of entertainment media are international and that the industry is interested in a uniform approach to features such as access.
Annual Deafness Forum captioning awards
The Deafness Forum captioning awards have been brought forward to August 2007 to coincide with Hearing Awareness Week in NSW.
These awards are an important annual event that celebrates the positive contributions that organisations and individuals have made through captioning. The awards have been expanded to differentiate between different types of media, including categories for DVDs, free-to-air and subscription television.  
For more information about nominations, the event and supporting the awards: www.deafnessforum.org.au
FREE-TO-AIR TELEVISION
Problems with digital captions
There have always been people who have had problems receiving captions on the analogue television service. The caption information is the part of the video signal which is most prone to corruption, and people who live in areas where their TV reception is not perfect, or who do not have an external aerial, may see scrambled captions (even though the picture and sound on the program may be fine).
The introduction of digital TV seemed at first to be the solution to this problem. In theory, if you are receiving a digital signal, the picture and sound quality should be perfect, and so should the captions. MAA has therefore always advised people having problems with captions on their analogue TV set to buy a digital set-top box or digital TV.
Unfortunately, it seems it’s not as simple as that. In the first Media Access Report, we noted the problems that many set-top box owners were having with captions on the Nine Network and affiliated stations. On some models of set-top box, captions hang on the screen or fail to appear when they should. Nine has done extensive testing of its digital signal, but has so far been unable to isolate the problem.
Another problem arose in March, with the captions on programs that Network Ten broadcasts in the high definition (HD) format, including 9am with David and Kim and most of their American dramas. MAA understands that the problem arose when the HD versions of these programs were made the primary broadcast medium, with the signal then converted for the standard definition version. As with the Nine problem, this affected different receivers in different ways, with most viewers reporting either no captions, or captions appearing with Greek letters (while for others, the captions were fine). At the time of writing, this appears to have been fixed to some extent (Greek letters are no longer appearing) but other problems including missing captions and captions displaying at the top of the screen are now being reported. 
The basic problem would seem to be the lack of communication between broadcasters and manufacturers of receivers such as set-top boxes, many different models of which are now on the Australian market. In order to conform to Australian standards, a set-top box is supposed to be able to receive captions, but it appears that there is little if any testing of this before a model is given standards approval. And if a TV station makes a change to the way it broadcasts its programs, resulting in poor caption reception on some equipment, who is to blame? The station can say that it is transmitting captions and fulfilling its obligations under the broadcasting act, and point the finger at the manufacturer. The manufacturer can say that their equipment was working fine until the broadcaster began to do something differently.
This clearly has the potential to become a major access issue as Australia moves toward full digital broadcasting in the next few years. MAA will continue to monitor digital problems as they arise, and encourage the development of solutions. 
FCC clarifies obligation to caption emergency information
The issue of the requirement in the USA to caption emergency announcements has been clarified in a public notice issued by the Federal Communications Commission (FFC) - Notice DA 06-2627.
The significance of this notice is that it outlines the extent of the expectations for particular distributors of video programming (those that are required to meet the 100% closed rule on non-exempt programming) and how the FFC will treat submissions regarding non-compliance. The FFC has an expectation that distributors will take steps to anticipate the need to caption emergency announcements, including:
Having contracts in place with a caption provider that can generate captions at very short notice.
Policies to ensure that contacting the provider in an emergency is on the checklist of top priorities for the station.
Labelling television sets in newsrooms with the requirement and contact numbers.
Putting a labelled speed-dial button on telephones in newsrooms for the captioning service.
Regular presentations and training to employees about this issue.
The notice also makes it clear that there are no exemptions and stations can use techniques such as on-screen supers (open captions), prepared signs or “even handwritten information on a whiteboard”.
This area is covered in Australia in the FreeTV Code Of Practice. Under the section dealing with captioning: 1.23.4 “When broadcasting emergency, disaster or safety announcements, provide the information visually, whenever practicable.  This should include relevant contact numbers for further information.”
For further information on the FCC notice (and other captioning related notices):
http://www.fcc.gov/cgb/dro/caption.html
Free-to-air television complaints
MAA’s automated caption complaint form is an increasingly popular way for TV viewers to register their complaints about poor (or non-existent) captions. The following were among the complaints made through our website from February to April.
4	26 complaints about all or part of a program not being captioned.
4	10 complaints about live captions that are of poor quality or lag behind the audio significantly.
4	23 complaints about repeating captions on Channel 7 Adelaide.
4	5 complaints about a series which was previously captioned because it was on during prime time, but has now been rescheduled outside prime time and is not being captioned.
4	1 complaint about lack of captions on a digital multichannel.
4	6 complaints about Nine digital captions.
4	27 complaints about faulty captions on Ten’s high-definition programs.
4	1 complaint about captions being on top of the screen throughout a program.
MAA’s complaint form may be found at:
http://www.maafeedback.org.au/complaints/
GOVERNMENT ACCESS POLICIES
Tassie updates policy
The Tasmanian State Government has updated its captioning policy to include reference to material made for the Government (as opposed to by the Government) and ensuring that government agencies and offices purchase access-ready equipment for showing television broadcasts and other audio-visual material.  
The latest policy can be found at:
http://www.communications.tas.gov.au/kit/detail.php?id=23&path=Topic:61
CAPTIONED TV COMMERCIAL SURVEY
Australian free-to-air television stations are required by law to caption all news and current affairs programs and all programs broadcast during prime time (6pm – 10.30pm). There is no legislation covering TV commercials, which are captioned at the discretion of advertisers. 
In order to gain an insight into the level of captioning on Australian TV commercials, MAA conducted a survey over 28 days, from 1 April to 28 April 2007. The Sydney transmissions of the Seven, Nine and Ten networks, and of SBS, were monitored on a rotating basis (i.e. 7 nights were monitored for each station during the survey period). The results are displayed in the table below:
1/4/07 –
28/4/07
Commercials broadcast
Commercials
Captioned
Commercials uncaptioned
% captioned
Seven
885
293
592
33%
Nine
800
253
547
32%
Ten
1032
439
594
42%
SBS
419
92
327
22%
TOTALS
3136
1077
2060
34%
The figure of 34% for the percentage of total commercials captioned is 4% more than the figure obtained in MAA’s previous survey, which looked at commercials shown between 1/1/07 and 28/1/07. The full results of that are displayed in the table below:
1/1/07– 28/1/07
Commercials broadcast
Commercials
Captioned
Commercials uncaptioned
% captioned
Seven
861
222
639
26%
Nine
840
242
598
29%
Ten
944
324
620
34%
SBS
369
119
250
32%
TOTALS
3014
907
2107
30%
SUBSCRIPTION TELEVISION
MAA releases CSAs for subscription television
Two community service announcements have been released by MAA to highlight the captioning service on Foxtel and Austar. The CSAs were produced by Area 51 and were open-captioned by Access Innovation Media.  
“The CSAs highlight two types of users of captions. The first is an old rocker who has lost his hearing through prolonged exposure to loud music and the second is a child who is using captions to learn English. MAA has run previous CSA campaigns on free-to-air television and it is an effective way of drawing people to the service and highlighting the ways in which captions can be used,” said MAA CEO Alex Varley.
Sky’s ‘Gnome’ an aid to the blind
Sky in the UK has just released a handy piece of equipment which is proving to be of great benefit to the blind. The Sky ‘Gnome’ is a small, triangular wireless audio receiver which works in conjunction with a Sky digital box. It picks up the audio of whatever radio or TV station the box is tuned to, which means that subscribers can listen to programs anywhere in the house. The Gnome delivers audio in stereo, so that audio described programs can be heard with full quality.
There are also plans to release a visual Gnome, which will incorporate a small screen.
For a review of the Gnome by a blind person, see: 
http://www1.sky.com/accessibility/stories4.htm
A BRIEF HISTORY OF CAPTIONING IN THE UNITED STATES
In the first issue of the Media Access Report, we looked at the current state of audio description on television in the United States. This article traces some of the milestones in the history of captioning there, and the quotas that are currently in place. 
During the 1940s and 50s, there were some tentative attempts to make movies accessible to the Deaf and hearing impaired using captions. In 1947, a Deaf man and former silent film actor, Emerson Romero (brother of the actor Cesare Romero), became the first person to caption a film. Romero obtained prints of a number of sound films, spliced text into them in the manner of silent films, and distributed them in his spare time to schools and clubs. There was also some experimentation around this time with a system whereby captions etched onto glass slides were projected onto a separate screen as a movie was shown. This system was cumbersome and impractical, however.
The history of captioning really begins in 1958 with the foundation of Captioned Films for the Deaf (CFD). This was the brainchild of two men, Dr. Edmund Burke Boatner, supervisor of the American School for the Deaf in Connecticut, and Dr. Clarence O’Conner of the Lexington School for the Deaf in New York. They received grants totalling $7,500 from the Junior League of Hartford, which enabled them to produce their first captioned films. The system they adopted, which had recently been developed in Belgium, involved imprinting captions on the film itself. CFD’s first captioned screening was of a 25-minute short called America the Beautiful.
CFD began to distribute captioned films in a limited way, but was badly in need of funds. The US Senator for Connecticut was persuaded to introduce a bill which would secure government funding for the captioning and distribution of feature films, and this was passed in 1959. The CFD became a federal program, with funding of $78,000 a year. 
The legislation was modified in 1962 to provide funding for the development of captioned educational media, and again in 1965 to provide for the purchasing of equipment such as projectors. The CFD set up 58 depositories of captioned material, and four regional media centres for Deaf people (located at universities in New Mexico, Massachusetts, Nebraska and Tennessee).
The next challenge was to introduce television captioning. CFD, now called Media Services and Captioned Films for the Deaf (MS-CFD), hosted the First National Conference on Television for the Hearing Impaired at its media centre at the University of Tennessee. This brought Deaf and hearing impaired people, teachers and professionals together with representatives from government agencies and the major TV networks. 
Two different methods of transmitting captions were demonstrated at the conference. One of these, developed by the National Bureau of Standards (NBS), transmitted captions in the part of the television signal called the ‘vertical blanking interval’ (that’s the black bar that appears just above the part of the picture that is visible in a TV screen). This was the system that was eventually adopted.
In January 1972, MS-CFD staff met with representatives of the National Association of Broadcasters and worked out a plan to introduce captioning on television. The Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) was contracted by the U.S. Government to carry out a feasibility study. Later that year, an open-captioned episode of The French Chef was aired. However, as the major networks baulked at showing a significant amount of open-captioned programming for fear of alienating hearing viewers, a method of delivering closed-captions was clearly needed.
PBS contracted the National Bureau of Standards and Hazeltine Research Inc to test two different ‘Line 21’ captioning methods (Line 21 being the part of the vertical blanking interval used to transmit captions.) They also contracted for the development of decoders. In 1974, successful test transmissions of NBS’s captioning system took place. Decoders and captioning workstations were also developed, with Sanyo manufacturing a decoder which was sold by Sears Roebuck.
One of the bones of contention throughout this process was what the networks perceived to be the high cost of captioning. In order to alleviate this, in 1979 the Department of Health, Education and Welfare announced the creation of a non-profit organisation, the National Captioning Institute, which would charge no more than $2,000 per hour of captioning. The first NCI office was opened in Washington, and this was followed by a second office in Los Angeles.
In March 1980, captioning officially began on the ABC, NBC and PBS networks. The first captioned movie shown on TV was Force 10 From Navarone, on ABC.
The development of captioning during the 1980s was hampered by the low number of captioned programs (about 16 hours per week) and correspondingly low sales of decoders. The Captioned Media Program lobbied for public and private support for captioning, and provided funding for research into live captioning systems. Advances in stenographic software led to the first live-captioned news program, ABC’s World News Tonight, which aired in October 1982.  
Captioning in the United State was given a major boost with the passage of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, which introduced caption quotas for television. In 2000-2001, broadcasters were required to caption 450 hours of programs per year, or all ‘new programs’ per year, whichever was less. (‘New programs’ were defined as programs that were first screened after 1 January 1998, and exclude commercials that are less than five minutes long.) 
The quota has risen steadily since then, so that in 2007, they must caption all ‘new programs’, and 30% of programs first shown prior to 1998. As of a Jan 2008, this will increase to 75% of pre-1998 programs. While the actual amount of captioning on any station depends on the number of pre-1998 programs they schedule, PBS is already at or close to 100% captioning, and stations affiliated with ABC and NBC are not far behind.
DVDs
HREOC convenes DVD Round table
HREOC has convened a round table meeting covering access to DVDs in Australia.  The first meeting was held on 19 February 2007 with the Australian Visual Software Distributors Association (AVSDA), representatives from DVD distributors, community organisations, Federal Government departments and Media Access Australia.  
MAA produced a background paper for the meeting, outlining the basic state of play of DVD access in Australia.  A copy of the paper can be downloaded at:
http://www.hreoc.gov.au/disability_rights/media/DVD%20background%20MAA.doc
Commissioner Innes outlined the four main areas of concern that led to the discussion and the questions that a smaller working group is addressing:
1. Some DVDs that are released overseas have Audio Description (‘AD') and/or captions on them but the Australian release does not. 
4	What is the feasibility and value of developing a list of available accessible DVDs from Region 1 area? Who could develop, host and maintain the list? 
4	Are there technical means of making AD files available separate to the actual DVD, for example could they be made available (separately) online and would it be feasible to do so? 
4	Are there difficulties posed by factors such as production timeframes, technical issues and classification timelines that might interfere with progress? 
4	Do Australian distributors need to better understand the demand in the Australian market for accessible DVD's in requesting these features on the DLT from parent companies? 
4	Can the momentum for change be enhanced through better knowledge of the business case for accessible DVDs? 
4	Will new technologies allow for improved access? 
2. Most Australian television series and features going onto DVD don't have captions or AD, including series that have been shown with captions on television. 
4	How can we ensure those responsible for the funding and production of Australian film content and TV series are better informed about the importance of AD and captioning? 
4	What needs to be done to ensure that TV series that are closed captioned (by broadcasters) and then produced on DVD retain the option to view with captioning? 
4	How can we ensure that AD becomes part of the agenda for Australian produced content? 
4	Are there areas for priority for Australian TV and features content? 
3. There are a number of instances where the DVD covers are incorrectly marked as having captions and AD when they don’t, or not marked when they do. 
4	How can we ensure that labelling of DVDs (in respect of both captions and AD) is accurate and consistent? 
4	How can we standardise the language used to describe the access features of DVDs? 
4	Is there an opportunity to develop industry-wide agreement on these issues through the development of a guideline or ‘standard’? 
4. There is a problem with public information, particularly websites, where the information about access is not provided and/or you cannot search by access features. 
4	How do we ensure distribution and promotion bodies such as BigPond and retail outlets provide accurate and consistent information? 
4	Is there an opportunity to develop industry-wide agreement on these issues through the development of a guideline or ‘standard’? 
Working Group Meeting
The working group met on 17 April 2007 and some of the outcomes of that meeting were:
AVSDA members have developed some proposed improvements for labelling, including a standardised approach to how access features are identified and where they are placed on the DVD cover. This proposal will be discussed at the next AVSDA board meeting and then a recommended approach will be disseminated to all AVSDA members.
MAA, the community organisations and industry agreed to work together to develop better informed business cases for access, particularly to assist Australian distributors when the decisions about access features were being made overseas.
HREOC and MAA would initially contact the television networks and industry association about the release of television series with access features, especially programs that have been broadcast with captions.  
The next working group meeting is on 18 June 2007.
Access on the 2006 top sellers
In 2006, there were over 35,000 DVD titles sold in Australia. The 25 top-selling DVDs (ranked by units) accounted for 7.7% of the total retail value, according to GfK Marketing. The Australian comedy Kenny reached number 7, the first Australian title in the top 25 since the re-release of The Adventures of Priscilla, Queen of the Desert in 2004. Both titles were captioned but not audio described. 
The graph below shows that of the top 25 sell-through DVDs sold in the years 2003-2006, an average of 93% of titles were accessible by people who are Deaf or hearing impaired. 6% of these titles (or 7 out of 40) were audio described for people who are vision impaired.
This graph shows that 93% of the top 25 sell-through DVDs sold in 2003-2006 were accessible by people who are Deaf or hearing impaired.
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Access on the 2006 top-selling children’s titles
As in previous years, access to the top-selling DVDs for children’s titles in 2006 is significantly less than for mainstream titles (all ages).
As in previous years, access to the top-selling DVDs for children’s titles in 2006 is significantly less than for mainstream titles (all ages).  
In 2006, 8 of the 10 top sellers were either captioned or subtitled. None of these titles were audio described.
The graph below shows that of the top 10 sell-through DVDs sold in the years 2003-2006, an average of 65% of titles were accessible by Deaf and hearing impaired people but only 2.5% (or just one title out of 40) of these titles were audio described for people with vision impairments.
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Access on new-release DVDs
MAA continues to monitor the current state of access to DVD releases for Deaf and hearing impaired, and blind and vision impaired Australians.  
The information in the table below is based on information provided on the slicks (covers) of new release rental DVDs. These titles were researched at a local DVD outlet on one day each in February and April, 2007. This is not a truly accurate measurement of access as spot checks have shown inconsistencies between labelling and actual access. Therefore, titles that have been found to have access, be it captions or audio description, but do not have this access listed on the slick, have been included as accessible.
Although captions provide a more descriptive form of access, subtitling can also be considered as access and for this report, are combined as one statistic.
Number of titles researched
200

Number of titles captioned/subtitled
109
or 55%
Number of titles captioned/subtitled overseas
173
87%
Number of titles with AD
10
or 5%
Number of titles with AD released internationally
23
or 12%
Number of distributors whose titles were researched
20

Access on sell-through and television series titles
Media Access Australia recently did an analysis of sell-through and TV series DVDs from local Kmart and Target department stores. Sell-through titles are available only for sale, as opposed to rental from a DVD outlet such as Blockbuster or Video Ezy.  
Sell-through only DVDs are often sporting titles or special edits of TV shows, e.g. The Footy Show. Captioning and audio description on these titles is significantly lower than mainstream entertainment rental releases. Mainstream rental titles are captioned and audio described at approximately 60% and 3% respectively, while sell-through titles rated at 15% and 0%. 62 sell-through titles were researched for this analysis.  
Television series fared much better in the captioning stakes, with 83% of titles captioned (78 out of 94 titles), but again, audio description did not rate at all.  Although the captioning percentage is high for this genre, there are inconsistencies in captioning every series of a show. For example, Smallville series 5 is not captioned but series 1-4 are; Allo Allo series 5 is not captioned but series 3 & 4 are; A-Team series 1 & 2 are captioned but series 3, 4 & 5 are not; and Las Vegas series 1 is captioned but series 2 & 3 are not.
Access on Blu-ray DVDs
Blu-ray disks are capable of holding five times more data than conventional DVDs.  This capability is commonly used to include video at a higher resolution, different sound quality files and bonus material on top of what may be offered in a standard DVD. Blu-ray requires a different player, not a standard DVD player, to access titles released in this format.  
Although Blu-ray increases the possibilities for captions and audio description to be included on a disc, recent releases of titles do not reflect this, suggesting that distributors are choosing extra features such as bonus material and sound quality over access features.  
In a search of 36 Blu-ray titles, all were found to be captioned, which is in keeping with their DVD releases. None of these Blu-ray titles were audio described though, whereas six of them were audio described for DVD.  
Closed Captions on US DVDs
Closed captions on American DVDs are generally not accessible on TV sets manufactured in Australia. This is because of the different captioning systems used in Australia and the US. In Australia, captions are broadcast as teletext information, and are accessible with a teletext TV, a digital set-top box or other digital receiver. In America, a system called ‘Line 21’ is used. Captions are accessed by a Line 21 decoder chip, which by law must be included in all TV sets manufactured in the US.
In most cases where the box of a US DVD states that it has ‘closed captions’, or has the ‘CC’ symbol on it, this refers to Line 21 captions which are embedded in the video. Anyone in the US viewing this DVD will see the captions as long as the caption function on their TV is switched on (in other words, they will not need to select the captions from the DVD’s menu). Anyone watching it in Australia, however, will not be able to see the captions as their TV does not have a Line 21 chip.
Note that this does not apply to English-language subtitles, as opposed to closed captions. English subtitles are activated by going into the DVD menu. If you have an American DVD which has English subtitles on it you should be able to view these on Australian equipment, as long as you have a multi-region DVD player.
There is at least one exception to the above. MAA understands that closed captions on the American DVDs distributed by Universal are separate from the video and accessed by the DVD menu, so they will play on Australian equipment. MAA has obtained two Universal titles from the States, and found this to be the case.
CINEMA
Captioning in Australian cinemas
Open captioned movie screenings in February, March and April 2007 included:
4	The Pursuit of Happyness
4	Déjà Vu
4	Stranger than Fiction
4	Music and Lyrics
4	Ghost Riders
4	Rocky Balboa
4	Norbit
4	Wild Hogs
4	Freedom Writers
4	Meet the Robinsons
These open captioned movies showed at:
4	Sydney - Greater Union George St
4	Melbourne - Village Cinemas, The Jam Factory
4	Adelaide - Greater Union Megaplex Marion
4	Canberra - Hoyts Belconnen
4	Brisbane - Greater Union/Hoyts, Queen St Mall
4	Perth – Cinema City, Hay St
4	Darwin - BCC Casuarina
4	Newcastle - Greater Union Glendale
4	Maroochydore - BCC Sunshine Plaza
Over February, March and April, an average of 63 people per week attended these captioned screenings at these nine locations. From October 2005 to April 2007, the average was 46 people*.
[*This does not include figures for the last five days of April, as these were unavailable at time of writing.] 
Over the same period, the average difference in days between the captioned release of each title and the general release was 24 days. From October 2005 to the end of April 2007, the average was 26 days.
R&D for cinema captioning systems
(With thanks to the Hearing Loss Association of the USA and National Association of the Deaf USA where this information was first reported).
In February 2007 Regal Cinemas hosted an ‘Emerging Technologies Symposium’ that showcased four new cinema captioning systems at that Gallery Place cinema complex in Washington DC. 20 consumers were invited to try out the devices and provide feedback.
Existing cinema captioning technology falls into three different types:
4	Personal captioning devices that are not visible to the main audience. Rear Window captioning where the captions are projected onto a personal screen at your seat is an example of this.
4	Captions that are visible to the whole audience but can be turned on and off and use a standard movie print. The DTS and Dolby systems use this method.
4	Captions that are part of the movie itself (like subtitles on a foreign language movie). The InSight Cinema’s open-captioned prints are like this.
The challenge with non-personal devices is that they tend to restrict captioning to special screening times whereas caption-watching audiences demand the right to watch a movie at any screening.  
Whilst the Rear Window system does achieve this and has been used across the USA, there has been some criticism that it is a difficult system to use and has some operational problems. It is also needs to be installed in a particular cinema, making it less portable than some of its competitors.
The Regal Cinemas Symposium demonstrated four new attempts at providing cinema captioning and was an opportunity for the companies to gain feedback on the systems in development.  
Clozed Captions (USL)
The first is a system called ‘Clozed Captions’ developed by USL. This uses a variant on the Rear Window system, where the captions are projected onto a screen under the movie screen. The projection screen was low-lit and the captions are visible using glasses that filter polarized light.  The captions appear as black text against a green background. They are not visible to the rest of the audience, although the system can be used where it does display to everyone without the need for the glasses.
Some of the feedback was that although the system worked well, the glasses did darken the movie and the colours were less vibrant. As the captions were not completely black, the users found it easier to read the captions if they were sitting closer to the screen. Also, users felt the glasses themselves could be more stylish (although to be fair the trial involved using cardboard prototypes!).
Microvision
The Microvision system was openly stated as being in an early stage of development. The idea is that the captions are projected onto one lens of a pair of glasses and the other eye watches the movie. The demonstration used a small box with a reflector (in place of the glasses that would eventually be used) and the captions appeared as small red laser-like LED lights. Some people complained of eye strain and that red captions were a bit off-putting. Microvision said that the captions could be adjustable to display in both eyes and to change the caption colours. It is still a long way off commercialisation though. This system is also not exclusively developed for cinema; the company designs glasses for text directions, message icons and visual reminders.
InSight Cinemas SightLine
InSight currently uses open-captioned prints and this product is different to the others in that it uses an optical illusion system developed by Georgia Tech Research Institute. The system comprises a small box with a television screen inside. This sits in front of one eye using a neck that protrudes from the headgear (a bit like a hands-free clip on mobile phone). The headgear is then connected to a PDA.  
It works by shifting your focus from the captions to the screen and the captions appear to be on the screen – the optical illusion. Some users complained of headaches and nausea. The product also includes a number of custom features, from font size, colour and justification to a system of ‘scrolling’ captions where the older captions grey-out whilst the new captions appear in white. This is all controlled through the PDA device.
eMagin
This company makes vision devices for firefighters and for military applications. This system was similar to the Microvision device and used glasses that have been developed for the video game market. The text showed as white and appeared in both eyes. Some users found it hard to watch the movie and read the captions at the same time.
General comments
It should be stressed that the systems are all prototypes in various stages of development and the point of the exercise was to gain user feedback. The three products that relied on a personal device (InSight, eMagin and Microvision) had some potential maintenance problems as they were quite delicate and would be easy to steal! The way that these operated also meant that if you moved your head, the captions moved too, which some users found disconcerting. A final comment was that it would also be difficult to assist somebody else (such as a child or elderly person) ‘adjust’ the captions as you can’t see them unless you are wearing the device.
Weblinks:
www.insightcinema.org
www.microvision.com
www.emagin.com
www.uslinc.com
No audio description in Australian cinemas yet
The DTS access system is currently used in ten cinemas across Australia for showing captioned movies. The system has the capability of showing audio described films if an added module costing a few thousand dollars is purchased. Many access disks that are used to show the captions also have audio description tracks.
Of the 80 movies shown with captions since 5 October 2005, 52 movies (65%) also had an audio description track, which means they could have been accessed by blind and vision impaired patrons, had the cinemas been equipped with the audio description component of the system.
Captioned movie trailers and audio described samples in the UK
With the growing number of screens and movies being released with captions (subtitles) and audio description in the UK, the promotion to audiences using these access features has been ramped up. UK accessible cinema site yourlocalcinema.com now offers captioned versions of movie trailers and audio described movie samples and trailers (these are in MP3 format).  
The trailers and samples are produced by the access companies (such as IMS and ITFC) as part of the overall package of producing the accessible versions of the movies for cinema and DVD release.
Media Access Australia has now included links through to these accessible trailers where these movies are being shown in Australia with captions on the cinema captioning section of its website: http://www.mediaaccess.org.au/c.aspx?id=8
Weblinks to the trailers:
http://www.yourlocalcinema.com/subtitled.trailers.html
http://www.yourlocalcinema.com/ad.mp3samples.html
http://www.ims-media.com/index.html
http://www.itfc.com/?pid=7
THEATRE
Audio description and the arts – the next step?
As reported in the first edition of The Media Access Report, audio description in the Australian arts industry has been run on a voluntary basis for many years. This service exists mainly for theatre performances but also in the form of audio guides at museums, galleries and historical venues.
A form of audio description yet to take off in Australia is audio introduction.  Developed approximately 14 years ago by England’s Greg York, Talking Notes is narration and description provided before the performance begins – rather than simultaneous description. A former BBC radio announcer who spent many years describing operas and concerts to the listening public, Greg’s next vocation was as an audio describer with the Royal National Theatre. Patron feedback showed that audio description provision didn’t reach far enough into the arts world. AD in the lyric theatre and concert halls was not available and presented an opportunity for expansion, which would also unify Greg’s skills and knowledge of opera, concert hall performances and audio description.  
Talking Notes is now commonly used by the English National Opera and the Royal Opera House. The audio introductions are recorded on minidisk so that they can be relayed at every performance without the economic impracticality of engaging a presenter every night.  
Perceived advantages and disadvantages include: 
Advantages
Disadvantages
No need to wear a headset throughout the performance
Hearing a performance in its natural acoustic stereo
Neighbours aren’t subjected to noises coming from headsets
Availability at every performance.
Everything is pre-described so can put a strain on memory
It can remove any element of surprise
No possibilities of reflecting changes on stage as they happen
No description of curtain calls as they happen.

Since its establishment, Talking Notes has produced no fewer than 400 opera productions and 175 ballet productions. As far as it’s been possible to ascertain, Talking Notes is the only full-time professional audio-introduction service working in the lyric theatre anywhere in the world. Greg York believes that it’s important that high standards be set and maintained to ensure that vision-impaired patrons are provided with introductions which are vivid, colourful, memorable and, above all, entertaining.  
Media Access Australia is currently looking at opportunities to develop a similar service in Australia. 
World-wide wrap-up of theatre captioning methods

Over the last decade or so, theatre captioning has been introduced on international stages and in recent years it has made its way onto Australian stages.  Although the end product is principally the same – captions being delivered to hearing impaired audience members – the equipment and methods of delivery can vary greatly.  
Outlined below are some of the different methods of theatre captioning used internationally.  
Australia 
Red Bee Media Australia is provided with a script which is first transcribed as a text document then converted into captions via software developed in America called CaptionView. The captioner then fine tunes the captions for the performance, by attending rehearsals to amend dialogue and insert sound effects and other audio cues.  An LED screen (red text on black) is used to display the captions 1 - 3 lines at a time.  The software in use does not allow for changes during a performance, so heavily ad-libbed shows are generally not suitable for captioning using this method.  
The Captioning Studio has developed its own caption theatre system, the patented Go-Theatrical!™ technology. It differs from traditional captioned theatre technology in a number of ways: its use of plasma and LCD display units; the offer of different coloured text to make a distinction between characters; ad-libbing caption functionality; the display of up to eight lines of text; and caption positioning to correspond with actors’ locations on the stage.  
UK 
Stagetext uses the same captioning methods as the Australian Caption Centre. On top of the regular captioned theatre performances, the use of Total Eclipse software can output speech to text on the LED units for post-show discussions after a captioned performance. These sessions allow the audience to confidently participate in discussions with the cast and crew and interact on an equal basis with the hearing audience members.  
Although Stagetext has their own captioning staff, they also run a course for non-captioners to use theatre captioning software and equipment.  This is beneficial for theatre companies that wish to provide theatre captioning in-house as opposed to outsourcing it.  
USA 
Sound Associates I-Caption™ System is a state of the art wireless visual aid that provides verbatim closed captions in real time for live theatrical performances. This fully automated system displays dialogue, lyrics and sound effects on a handheld display, assisting the hearing impaired patron to better understand the plot of a theatrical production or public event. To further enhance the theatrical experience, the system can also be expanded to show the text in multiple languages. The handheld uses a light polarizing filter so theatre patrons nearby are not distracted.  
Personal Captioning Systems uses a timing track to cue their pre-scripted captions in keeping with pre-recorded music and automated lighting that actors are required to keep pace with in some live performances. Automating does not provide the most accurate way to cue captions for patrons that require the captioning but it does eliminate the need for extra personnel and gives the theatre one less concern during the performance. The caption signal is transmitted throughout the venue and received at an audience member’s individual display unit, which can be their personal PDA (with CaptionMate software) or a Personal Captioning System supplied unit.  The display unit can be hand held or supported by an adjustable stand with a flexible gooseneck.
Queensland Theatre Company introduces captioning
Queensland Theatre Company is introducing captioned performances for Deaf and hearing impaired patrons during its 2007 Season, presenting two captioned performances each for three plays.
This community access initiative is supported by the Perpetual Trust Fund and will be a first for Queensland in accessing the arts via captioning.  
Artistic Director of Queensland Theatre Company Michael Gow believes that “access to quality theatre is an important part of what we do and we’re very excited to offer this service to the hearing impaired. I feel it's a very positive step in making the Company more accessible to the Queensland public.”
The plays that will have captioned performances are The Estimator, a comedy which won the Premier’s Drama Award for 2006-2007, the Tennessee Williams classic The Glass Menagerie, and the Olivier Award-winning Heroes. 
Performances run from June 22 through to 1 December 2007, with discounted tickets available through QTIX Groups.  

